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Foreword 

 

This Information Booklet is designed to encourage positive participation in mounted games activities. 
  
State Mounted Games competitions are run under the guidelines of the RDAA Mounted Games Rule 
Book (2019 Edition). New to the State Mounted Games in 2019 has been the addition of encourage and 
participation events. This was developed with the purpose of providing more opportunities for riders with 
higher support requirements to participate in mounted games and showcase their skills. With modified 
games and the inclusion of new rider entry categories the Encourage day allows for centres to expand 
the number of riders eligible to compete in a positive and challenging environment.    
 
Practice of activities such as mounted games yields an array of benefits to riders as well as encouraging 
greater diversity in RDA SA programs. 
 
Physical benefits include improved balance, strengthened muscles, improved coordination (faster 
reflexes and better motor planning), the stretching of tight or spastic muscles, increased range of motion 
of the joints, improved respiration and circulation, improved sensory integration, improved visual spatial 
perception and differentiation. 
 
Psychologically these activities increase the general sense of wellbeing, interest in one’s own life, 
emotional control and self-confidence while encouraging teamwork and introducing competition in a 
friendly and enjoyable environment. They also enable those involved to share a common experience of 
riding; a good foundation on which to build friendship. 
 
All Mounted Games competitions are to be conducted in accordance with these rules, in a spirit of fair 
play and goodwill. 
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1 Code of Conduct 

1.1 This Code of Conduct is in supplement to, and to be read in conjunction with, the RDA SA 

Volunteer Code of Conduct Policy. 

1.2 The following rules and regulations have been developed by the Coaching and Safety 

Committee and formally adopted by the organisation. All bodies running official RDA SA 

Mounted Games events must abide by them.  

1.3 RDA SA personnel will ensure that riders in any RDA SA activity, and/or their carers, are advised 

that they ride at their own risk. 

1.4 All RDA SA personnel, (staff, volunteers and clients) will take personal responsibility for their own 

actions and will engage in safe practice across all aspects of the program.  

- Any practice which threatens the safety or welfare of people or horses will not be tolerated. 

Penalties will apply.  Penalties will range, depending on severity of issue. (E.g. Individual / 

Team elimination from competition; deduction of points scored…). The decision on severity 

and relevant penalty will rest with the event’s Chief Judge and Organising Committee in 

conjunction with the RDA SA Service Delivery Manager. 

1.5 Horses will be treated at all times with respect and consideration of their welfare and ability, 

taking into account the health, level of fitness and training as well as the weight and competence 

of the rider. 

- At all stages during training, preparation and throughout competitions, horses’ welfare must 
take precedence over all other demands. This includes ensuring good horse management, 
training methods, farriery, tack and transportation.  

- Competition must not prejudice horse welfare. The Organising Committee must pay careful 
attention to the competition areas, ground surfaces, weather conditions, stabling, and site 
safety.  

- Every effort must be made by Coaches to ensure that horses receive proper attention after 
they have competed and that they are treated humanely at all times.  

- The interests of the horses will be at all times considered above the demands of riders and 
coaches.  

- The Organising Committee/Chief Judge, in collaboration with the RDA SA Service Delivery 
Manager, reserves the right to eliminate any horse if there is any doubt regarding soundness 
or suitability of the horse to compete in the event.    

 
1.6 Coaches and Team Managers should endeavour to promote fairness over chance of success. 

Fairness is in relation to equal opportunity to achieve success rather than at the cost of success. 

Equal opportunity is inclusive of ability, race, gender, disability etc.   

1.7 Centre Committee Members, Coaches and Team Managers will take responsibility for ensuring 

those representing their Centre act in ways that are respectful of others; accept the decision of 

nominated judges, officials or event organisers; and obey any reasonable instruction given by a 

judge, official, or event organiser. 
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1.8 In any unforeseen or exceptional circumstances, it is the duty of the Organising Committee to 

make a decision in a sporting spirit and adhering as closely as possible to the intentions of the 

regulations outlined in this booklet. 

 

2 Conditions of Entry 

 
2.1 All competitors must be current registered RDA SA clients. They must have a current Medical 

Consent form. Clients must have obtained a level of riding skill which enables them to take part 

safely. This is to be determined by an RDA certified coach (Level 1 or above). 

2.2 Clients must compete on an RDA approved horse as determined by an RDA certified coach 

(Level 1 or above). 

2.3 The Organising Committee reserves the right to eliminate from the competition any horse/client 

combination deemed to be a safety hazard. 

2.4 The entry fee will be set by the Coaching and Safety Committee each year. The Committee 

reserves the right to alter the program at any time if necessary. 

2.5 Visually impaired riders may familiarise themselves with the course before competition. 

 

3 Horse Presentation 

 
3.1 All horses should be in good condition. Their hooves must show evidence of being well cared for, 

regardless of whether or not the horse is shod. 

3.2 Thorough washing is not necessary but horses must be well turned out; proper grooming will 

achieve this and this is preferable, especially in winter months. 

3.3 The mane and tail must be thoroughly clean. Plaiting is optional. 

 

4 Gear  

4.1 All gear must be safe and in good condition, it must be correctly fitted and comfortable for the 

horse. 

4.2 Only well fitted snaffle bits or bitless bridles are permitted. Halters are permitted to be used in 

conjunction with a bridle. 

4.3 If heeled footwear is not available, toe stoppers must be used on the stirrups. 

 

4.4 The use of spurs is not permitted unless prior permission is sought from the Coaching and Safety 

Committee. 
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4.5 Adapted equipment as required by specific riders must be approved by the Coaching and Safety 

Committee prior to the competition. 

4.6 The teams Coach or Team Manager is responsible for checking that all gear and equipment 

complies with the above rules. However if an infringement is brought to the attention of the 

Organising Committee, that horse / rider will be required to comply with any changes requested. 

 

5 Attire 

 
5.1 Riders must be neatly and correctly dressed at all times while mounted. 

5.2 For all riders, attire will comprise: 

- Long Pants (jodhpurs preferable) 
- Enclosed footwear 
- Shirt and tie or polo shirt 
- RDAA approved helmet 

 
5.3 An approved helmet must be worn at all times when mounted. This rule applies to ALL riders. 

Any request for exemption from this rule must be made to the Organising Committee at the time 

of entry and be supported by a Medical Certificate. 

 

6 Team Events 

 
6.1 Teams consist of four riders (encourage event teams are two or more riders). If your centre 

cannot field a team of 4, the organisers will endeavour to form a composite team with riders from 

other centres. If a centre has more than four riders, riders may be rotated in/out between relays. 

6.2 All teams must be accompanied by an RDA certified coach (Level 1 or above).and must be 

supervised by this coach at all times while mounted. 

6.3 All teams must be accompanied by a Team Manager, who must be a responsible adult. This 

manager should be appointed by the centre and must be named at the time of entry. On the day, 

the Manager should adorn a high visibility vest and shall liaise with the Organising Committee on 

all matters. 

6.4 All teams must provide a “spotter”, who will be assigned to “spot” for a competitor’s team by the 

Organising Committee. 

6.5 Only the fourth/final rider in the team games may trot. They are permitted to trot during the entire 

task specified by the game (i.e. up and back). 

6.6 Riders may participate either on or off lead (or a combination of both). This should be specified 

by the accompanying coach (an RDA certified coach (Level 1 or above)). Safety is the number 
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one priority given the number of horses in the arena at the same time. Unled riders MUST be 

able to control their horse in such conditions. Failure to do so will result in that rider being placed 

on the lead and may result in Individual/Team elimination from the team event in which the 

infraction occurred or deduction of points scored. The decision on severity and relevant penalty 

will rest with the event’s Chief Judge and Organising Committee. 

 

7 Individual Events 

 
7.1 Riders will compete at the most appropriate skill level, i.e. at walk, trot or canter as determined 

by their regular coach (an RDA certified coach (Level 1 or above)). 

7.2 Individual Events may be conducted on lead or independently. Riders on the lead will not be 

judged against those riding independently. 

7.3 Horses are timed when the nose crosses the start and finish line. However, for the Western Trail 

class the time is only taken into account if there is a point tie. 

7.4 A rider who has nominated to ride independently but is subsequently placed on lead for safety 

reasons will still be allowed to participate, however, they must do so Hors Concours (HC), i.e. 

they will not be eligible for ribbons. 

 

8 Encourage Events 

8.1 All Encourage events are walk only. 

8.2 Entries for Encourage events are for Supported, Controlled or Led riders- see definitions under 

‘Assistance for Riders’ section. 

8.3 Ribbons are given to all competitors 

8.4 Events marked as ‘Encourage’ will only be held on the Encourage competition day. Whereby 

rules are specific to that event listed as ‘Encourage’. 

8.5     Working Trail Encourage events will follow the same course as non-encourage events but with a 

set number of steps to participate in e.g Working Trail C- Steps 1-4 then back to finish line. 

 

9 Execution of Games 

 
9.1 The area to be used must be totally fenced and have a suitable all weather surface. There should 

be adequate space between the entrance and the starting line to allow for safe marshalling. 

9.2 Should a competitor make an error of course, they must return to the location where the error 

occurred and recommence the course from this point. 
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9.3 Should a competitor drop an object being carried, they may either dismount or have an assistant 

(not the leader) pick it up for them. The rider must resume the race from the point of dropping. 

9.4 Before any handover the receiving competitor must stand at least half a horse length in front of 

the remaining members of the team. Handovers should be carried out right hand to right hand 

where possible. Where this is not possible an assistant may be used, providing the rider does not 

gain an unfair advantage. The new horse and rider must remain wholly behind the line until the 

handover has occurred. 

9.5 If equipment is knocked over by a rider or horse during a game, an assistant (not the leader) may 

replace the equipment to the correct position. Once this occurs the rider must recommence the 

course from the point of knock down. 

9.6 In the case of a fall of a horse and/or rider, the competitor (team) will be eliminated from the 

race/event in which the fall occurred. Once a medical check of the horse and/or rider deems 

them fit to continue, they may continue in the competition in future events. 

9.7 The Chief Judge will determine circumstances in which a rider must retire. 

9.8 The Chief Judge may disqualify from any event an individual or team in which one or more 

members; 

- Fails to return to the point of a drop, knock over or fall, 
- Fails to correct an error of course, 
- Crosses the start line before being authorised to do so, 
- Impacts a competitor from another team (e.g. by moving outside nominated lane), 
- Abuses their horse, leader, coach, manager, spotter, fellow competitor or judge, 
- Uses any piece of equipment to make the horse go forward. 

9.9 In the event of breakage of equipment during an event, the rider should continue with the activity 

provided there is no safety hazard created by the breakage. 

 

10 Assistance to Riders 

Rider Definitions 
 

Class Definition Notes 

Independent No Leader, no sidewalker, no assistance whatsoever whilst 
in the competition arena 

Mounted Games Only. 

Assisted Someone nearby to step in if necessary but who is not 
providing leading or sidewalking support. Can provide 
minimal verbal & visual cues (e.g pointing where to go) but 
no coaching 

A minor step below 
Independent. Mounted 
Games Only 

Led Horse is on lead, with leader demonstrating ‘competition 
leading’ i.e no control over the horse and no sidewalkers 

See below for ‘Competition 
Leading’ requirements. For 
Encourage or Mounted 
Games. 
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Supported 
(Encourage 
events only) 

Rider has sidewalker/s & leader. Leader to demonstrate 
‘competition leading’. Sidewalker/s not to communicate with 
rider but can provide physical support for riders where 
necessary 

For Encourage events only 

Controlled 
(Encourage 
events only) 

Horse on lead with leader taking control of speed and 
direction of horse. Sidewalker/s present and are able to 
provide physical and verbal cues 

For Encourage events only 

 
 

10.1 ‘Competition Leading’ 

 Leaders must hold the lead rope in the hand furthest away from the horse and hold the hand 

closest to the horse behind their back. If the horse gets excited, the leader can resume normal 

leading practice until the horse is under control 

 Leaders are to walk beside the horse’s shoulder at all times. The ‘dragging’ of horses is strictly 

prohibited. 

 Leaders are NOT permitted to assist clients with any task or influence the horse in any way 

unless instructed by the judge or in case of emergency. 

10.2 If a horse trots when it should be walking the client must turn a circle in walk before continuing. If 

this occurs during the team relays, the horse must not enter the lane of a neighbouring horse 

whilst performing the turn. See 9.8 above. 

10.3 There should be NO coaching from the sidelines or from the leader or coach (e.g. turn left/turn 

right). 

10.4 Providing assistance to riders gives that rider an unfair advantage over other competitors.  If 

rules and regulations are breached by volunteers, riders will be penalised. 

 

11 Protests/Complaints 

11.1 Team Managers may lodge a protest which must be in writing and accompanied by a deposit of 

$20. The protest must be lodged to the Organising Committee within 30 minutes of the incident 

which gave rise to the protest. The deposit is forfeit unless the protest is upheld. 

11.2 Complaints regarding the condition of the arena must be lodged 30 minutes prior to the 

commencement of the first game. 

12 Scoring System 

 
12.1 In the team games, points are awarded as follows: 

First place  - 3 Points 
Second Place  - 2 Points 
Third Place  - 1 point 
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12.2 In the event of a tie, the points for each place affected will be added together and divided by the 

number involved in the tie. The result will be awarded to each team in the tie. For example, if 

there is a tie for 1st place, each team will be awarded 2.5 points ((3 + 2)/2). If there is a tie for 

2nd place each team will be awarded 1.5 points & if there is a tie for 3rd place each team will be 

awarded 0.5 points. 

12.3 Points from each of the relays are combined to establish the winner and placegetters of the 

Team Events.  

12.4 In the event of equality of points overall, a ride off may be used at the discretion of the 

Organising Committee. 

12.5 No points are awarded for Encourage events 

12.6 Ribbons are awarded for all Encourage event participants and presented at the end of each 

event. 

12.7 Ribbons awarded to ‘Best Team Spirit’, ‘Best Presented Team’ and ‘Best Turned Out Horses’ for 

State Mounted Games teams only (Encourage day entries are not eligible). 

Best Presented Team Criteria; 

 All team members have matching clean boots 

 All team members have matching clean shirts/jumpers 

 All team members have matching tie 

 All team members have matching clean jodhpurs  

 All team members have matching helmets 

Best Turned Out Horses Criteria; 

 All team horses have matching clean saddle blankets 

 All team horses have clean tack 

 All team horses have plaited mane 

 All team horses have plaited tail 

 All team horses are clean 

13 Presentations 

 
13.1 Presentations will occur following the completion of all events- with the exception of Encourage 

events. All riders are unmounted. All equipment must be packed away prior. 

13.2 Placegetters in each of the team relays will be announced first. Ribbons will not be awarded to 

these placegetters. Following this the overall placegetters for the Team Event will be revealed 

and trophies and ribbons will be presented accordingly. 

13.3 Ribbons will then be presented to placegetters in all classes of the Individual Events. 

13.4 Awards may be up to sixth placing depending on the number of individuals and/or teams. 

13.5 Participation ribbons will be presented to all riders. 
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APPENDIX I 

 

 

TEAM RELAYS 
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BATON RELAY 

 

Equipment: 

- Two 44 Gallon Drums (positioned 45m apart) 

- One Baton 

Procedure: 

- Two riders are positioned at each end of the course. 

- Riders line up in single file with the drum on their right hand side. 

- The first rider carries the baton to the other end of the course and passes it to the 

next member of their team. 

- The baton is then passed between team members. 

- The fourth/final rider may trot. 

- The relay is complete when the fourth/final rider passes the start/finish drum. 

 
NOTE: Before any handover, the receiving competitor must stand at least half a horse 
length in front of the remaining members of the team. Handovers should be carried out 
right hand to right hand where possible. Where this is not possible an assistant may be 
used providing the rider does not gain an unfair advantage. The horse and rider must 
remain wholly behind the line until the handover has occurred. Should a competitor drop 
the baton they may dismount or have an assistant pick it up for them. The rider must 
resume the relay from the point of dropping. If the rider fails to do this the whole team will 
be eliminated. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
45m 

Start/Finish  
Drum 

1 

2 

3 

4 
Trot Rider 
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BALL AND DRUM RELAY 

Equipment: 

- Two 44 Gallon Drums (positioned 45m apart) 

- 1 Basket (placed on drum at start/finish line) or start/finish drum may be open 

ended with a blanket/towel placed in the bottom to reduce noise and bouncing. 

- 4 Tennis Balls (placed on far drum) 

Procedure: 

- Riders line up in single file with the drum on their right hand side. 

- The first rider walks to the drum at the far end and picks up the tennis ball. 

- Turning in a clockwise direction around the far drum, the rider returns to the 

start/finish drum and deposits the ball into the basket. 

- Once the first rider’s ball is in the basket the second rider repeats the process and 

so on. 

- The fourth/final rider may trot. 

- The relay is complete when the fourth/final rider deposits their ball into the basket. 

NOTE: Should a competitor drop the ball they may dismount or have an assistant pick it 
up for them. The rider must resume the relay from the point of dropping. If a competitor 
knocks over a drum they must return to the point where the drum was knocked, a helper 
will return the drum to its position and then the rider can recommence the relay. If the rider 
fails to do this the whole team will be eliminated. 
 

 

 

 

45m 

Start/Finish  
Drum 

1 2 3 4 
Trot Rider 
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PEG RELAY 

Equipment: 

- Two 44 Gallon Drums (positioned 45m apart) 

- Eight Pegs; four different colours, two of each colour (placed on drum at start/finish 

line) 

- 4 coloured containers corresponding to the colours of the pegs (placed on far 

drum). 

Procedure: 

- Riders line up in single file with the drum on their right hand side. 

- The first rider collects two different coloured pegs from the drum. 

- The rider then walks to the far drum and deposits the pegs in the containers of 

corresponding colour. 

- Turning in a clockwise direction around the far drum, the rider returns to the 

start/finish drum.  

- The second, third and fourth riders repeat this process. 

- Subsequent riders commence as the preceding rider passes the start/finish drum. 

- The fourth/final rider may trot. 

- The relay is complete when the fourth/final rider passes the start/finish drum. 

 
NOTE: Pegs may be carried or pegged onto the mane, reins, monkey-strap, neck-strap or 
saddle blanket. Should a competitor drop a peg they may dismount or have an assistant 
pick it up for them. The rider must resume the relay from the point of dropping. If a 
competitor knocks over a drum they must return to the point where the drum was knocked, 
a helper will return the drum to its position and then the rider can recommence the relay. 
If the rider fails to do this the whole team will be eliminated.   

 

 

 

 
45m 

Start/Finish  
Drum 

Trot Rider 
1 2 3 4 
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CAN RELAY 

Equipment: 

- Two 44 Gallon Drums (positioned 45m apart) 

- 4 witches hats (first placed 9m from drum, remaining placed in a line 9m apart) 

- 4 Poles (placed in witches hats) 

- 4 Cans (placed on poles) 

- Basket (placed on start/finish drum) or start/finish drum may be open ended with a 

blanket/towel placed in the bottom to reduce noise and bouncing. 

Procedure: 

- Riders line up in single file with the start/finish drum on their right hand side. 

- The first rider walks to the far drum, turns in a clockwise direction around the drum, 

rides to the closest pole & picks up the can, returns to the start/finish drum and 

deposits the can in the basket/drum. 

- Once the preceding riders can is in the basket/drum subsequent riders can 

commence. 

- All riders must ride to the far drum before turning and heading back to the 

start/finish barrel, collecting the can which is the furthest distance from the 

start/finish drum on the way back. 

- The fourth/final rider may trot. 

- The relay is complete when the fourth/final rider deposits their can into the 

basket/drum. 

NOTE: If a rider knocks over a pole or drum they must return to the point where the 

pole/drum was knocked, a helper will return the pole/drum to its position and then the 

rider can recommence the relay. Should a competitor drop the can they may dismount 

or have an assistant pick it up for them. The rider must resume the relay from the point 

of dropping. If the rider fails to do this the whole team will be eliminated.  

 

 

  Start/Finish  
Drum 

9m 9m 9m 9m 

1 2 3 4 

Trot Rider 

9m 
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BENDING RELAY 

Equipment: 

- Two 44 Gallon Drums (positioned 45m apart) 

- 4 witches hats (first placed 9m from drum, remaining placed in a line 9m apart) 

- 4 Poles (placed in witches hats) 

Procedure: 

- Riders line up in single file with the start/finish drum on their right hand side. 

- The first rider passes with the first/final pole on their right before commencing 

bending. 

- Upon reaching the end drum, riders make a clockwise turn and bend until they 

reach the final/first pole at which they ride straight ahead to finish with start/finish 

drum on their right. 

- Each rider commences as the previous rider passes the start/finish drum. 

- The fourth/final rider may trot. 

- The relay is complete when the fourth/final rider passes the start/finish drum. 

 

NOTE: If a rider knocks over a pole or drum they must return to the point where the 

pole/drum was knocked, a helper will return the pole/drum to its position and then the 

rider can recommence the relay. If the rider fails to do this the whole team will be 

eliminated.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 

9m 9m 9m 9m 9m 

Trot Rider 
2 3 4 

Start/Finish  
Drum 
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DRESS UP RELAY 

Equipment: 

- Two 44 Gallon Drums (positioned 45m apart) 

- Hat, scarf, vest, skirt 

- One volunteer (22.5m from start drum) 

Procedure: 

- Riders line up in single file with the start/finish drum on their right hand side. 

- First rider walks to the far drum and picks up one item of clothing. 

- Rider makes a clockwise turn around the drum. 

- The rider walks to the volunteer and hands them the item of clothing. 

- Volunteer adorns item. 

- Only once the volunteer has completed this task can the rider proceed to the 

start/finish drum. 

- Each rider commences as the previous rider passes the start/finish drum. 

- The fourth/final rider may trot. 

- Once the forth rider passes the start/finish drum the dressed volunteer must make 

their way towards the start/finish drum. 

- The relay is complete when the dressed volunteer passes the start/finish drum. 

NOTE: Should a competitor drop the item of clothing, they may dismount or have an 
assistant pick it up for them. The rider must resume the relay from the point of dropping. 
If a competitor knocks over a drum they must return to the point where the drum was 
knocked, a helper will return the drum to its position and then the rider can recommence 
the relay. If the rider fails to do this the whole team will be eliminated. 
 

 

  

22.5m 22.5m 

Volunteer 

Trot Rider 
1 2 3 4 
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Roll the Dice (Encourage Event) 

Equipment: 

- Two 44 Gallon Drums (positioned 45m apart) 

- Dice (bigger may be easier to use) 

- Corks or Pegs x 30  

- Container or small bag 

- Stop watch/Timer 

Procedure: 

- Riders have 8 minutes to collect as many items as possible.  

- Riders line up in single file with the start/finish drum on their right hand side. 

- Riders commence after given the ‘Start’ signal 

- Rider picks up dice and rolls it on the start/finish drum 

- Rider observes number rolled on the dice and proceeds at walk to next drum. 

- Rider halts at the drum and collects same number of items (corks or pegs) 

corresponding to the number rolled on the dice and places them in the bag or 

container 

- Rider makes a clockwise turn around drum 

- Rider proceeds back to start/finish drum and places all collected items (corks or 

pegs) on the drum before the next rider commences. 

- Time is called at 8 minutes. Winning team has the highest amount of items counted 

from the drum only. 

NOTE: Riders can stay at the collection drum until they collect the identified number 

of items. If a rider drops an item during transition between drums the item is to 

remain on the ground and rider continues on the relay. If a rider misses the drum 

when placing item/s down items are not included in the final count. 2 to four team 

members can compete in the event and relay as many times as required within the 

8 minutes. 

 

Start/Finish  
Drum 

45m 
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APPENDIX II 

 

INDIVIDUAL 

EVENTS 
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TEXAS BARREL 

Equipment: 

- Three 44 Gallon Drums 

- Two witches hats 

- Steward with a stop watch, pen and paper 

Procedure: 

- Rider commences passing through the start/finish cones. A flying start is allowed. 

- Rider proceeds to first barrel (as indicated below). 

- Rider makes left hand turn around barrel 1 and proceeds to barrel 2. 

- Rider makes right hand turn around barrel 2 and proceeds to barrel 3. 

- Rider makes right hand turn around barrel 3 and proceed back through start/finish 

cones. 

All riders will have an opportunity to complete the course twice; best time will count. 

 

NOTE: A five second time penalty will be added for each barrel knocked over. 

Disqualification will result from not following the prescribed barrel racing pattern. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10m 

2m 

Start/Finish  
Cones 

10m 

1
0

m
 

1
0

m
 

1 2 

3 
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INDIVIDUAL BENDING RELAY (Encourage Event 

ONLY) 

Equipment: 

- Two 44 Gallon Drums (positioned 45m apart) 

- 4 witches hats (first placed 9m from drum, remaining placed in a line 9m apart) 

- 4 Poles (placed in witches hats) 

- Stopwatch/timer 

Procedure: 

- Rider lines up with the start/finish drum on their right hand side. 

- Rider commences when timer gives signal. 

- The rider passes with the first/final pole on their right before commencing bending. 

- Upon reaching the end drum, riders make a clockwise turn and bend until they 

reach the final/first pole at which they ride straight ahead to finish with start/finish 

drum on their right. 

- The relay is complete when the rider passes the start/finish drum. 

 

NOTE: If a rider knocks over a pole or drum they must return to the point where the 

pole/drum was knocked, a helper will return the pole/drum to its position and then the 

rider can recommence the relay.  

 

 

 

 

 

  

1 

9m 9m 9m 9m 9m 

Start/Finish  
Drum 
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Musical Poles (Encourage Event ONLY) 

Equipment: 

- Poles 

- Witches Hats 

- Music player 

Procedure: 

- Set up equivalent number of cones as per riders. Up to six riders. Place a pole 

upright in each cone. 

- Riders start next to a pole with the pole on their right hand side. 

- When the music begins riders proceed at walk around the outside of the poles in 

a clockwise direction. 

- Riders continue to walk until the music stops 

- When the music stops riders halt their horse next to an available pole.  

- If there is no available pole the riders is eliminated. 

NOTE: If a riders body is past the pole they need to continue to walk on in the 

same direction until they reach the next available pole. They cannot turn back. 

Each round a pole should be removed until there is only one winner. Poles will be 

removed but witches hats will remain in place so that riders have an outline to 

follow. 

 

 

   

  30m 
1 

2 3 

4 
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FANCY DRESS (Encourage Event ONLY) 

- Helmets must still be worn 

- Horse must be suitably desensitised to the outfit and rider attire 

- Fancy dress for leaders or side walkers must not impeded their role of support to 

the rider and are required to change out of fancy dress for remaining events 

- Noisy or excessively ‘flappy’ outfits are to be avoided 

- Riders may continue to wear outfits throughout the day however centres are 

advised to exercise caution here where by other competitors on the day may 

have sensory aversions to certain outfits. 
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WESTERN TRAIL 

Western Trail Course A 

Equipment: 

- Seven Witches Hats (4 for bending obstacle, 3 for staircase obstacle) 

- Two 44 Gallon Drums (for pick-up/drop off obstacle) 

- One Bean Bag per rider 

- Wooden ‘Bridge’ (must walk over the bridge) 

- 12 Poles (4 for staircase, 4 for pole clock, 4 for start/finish box) 

- Bending – witches hat to be 6m apart & 6m from start/finish box & 6m from pickup 

barrel. 

- Keyhole can be made up of poles (in addition to the 12 already mentioned), hose 

pipe, Ag pipe or spray paint; entrance to keyhole must be >= 6m in length & 1m 

wide. The circle to be ridden inside box = 6m diameter & can be ridden in either 

direction. Can trot into & out of keyhole but must walk the circle. 

- Pole Clock: minimum ridden circle diameter = 10m. Ride over 6 poles starting at 9 

o’clock in an anticlockwise direction. Four logs/pool noodles/device that raises one 

end of each pole (allowing pole to fall clear if knocked), placed under opposite end 

of each consecutive pole. 

Legend: 

 Pole 

 Witches Hat 

 44 Gallon Drum 

 ~20cm raised pole end 

 Bridge (walk only while on bridge) 
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Western Trail Course B 
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Western Trail Course C 
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2018 Working Trail Course 

  

Equipment: 

- Six Witches Hats (4 for bending obstacle, 2 to place start flags in) 

- Two 44 Gallon Drums (for pick-up/drop off tennis ball) 

- 11 Poles (9 for box poles, 1 for fig 8, 1 for single pole canter riders only) 

- Bending (Obstacle 2) – witches hats to be 6m apart & 6m from long side  & top 

edge of area. 

- Centre pole (Obstacle 1,3,6 (walk& trot) & 9 (canter)) – approx. 8m from left hand 

edge of arena. When riding the Fig 8 (Obst 3) over this pole the circle size should 

be appropriate for the gait in which it is ridden (faster gait = larger circle). 

- Box Poles (Obstacle 5 & 6 (canter)) Distance between poles on entrance to & exit 

from the box = 1m.  Obstacle 6, maze = riders choice which set of poles they ride 

between. Bottom left corner of box to be 6m from edges of arena. 

- Single Pole (Obstacle 8). To be ridden in Canter for canter riders only. Centre of 

pole to be approx. 12m from top end & 6m from right hand edge of arena. 

 

Legend: 

 Pole 

 Witches Hat 

 44 Gallon Drum 

 Start flags (also finish flags for walk 
& trot riders) 
Finsh for canter riders = straddle 
centre pole. 
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Course for Walk only riders & Walk/Trot riders 

All obstacles must be ridden in the walk for walk only riders & 

in trot for walk/trot riders. 

Start between the flags facing the left side of the arena. 

Obstacle 1: Halt for 5 seconds over the centre pole. Front feet to be 

in front of pole, hind feed to be behind pole, i.e. straddle the pole. 

Obstacle 2: Bending. Go to the left of the first witches hat & bend all 

the way up & back down. 

Obstacle 3: Figure 8 over centre pole. Right circle first, followed by 

left circle. Circle size to be determined by gait (walk or trot). 

Obstacle 4: pick up tennis ball at first barrel, drop off tennis ball at 

second barrel (ball must stay in receptacle on top of barrel). 

Obstacle 5: Ride into the box over 3 poles, exit box over opposite 

pole, turn left through 270 degrees & ride into box, exit box over 

opposite 4 poles. 

Obstacle 6: Ride up the left hand side of the arena, turn right & halt 

over centre pole for 5 seconds. 

Ride through flags to finish. 
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Course for Canter riders 

All obstacles should be ridden at the trot except for Obstacle 6 which 

must be ridden at the walk. Obstacles 3, 7 & 8 to be ridden at the canter. 

Start between the flags facing the left side of the arena. 

Obstacle 1: Halt for 5 seconds over the centre pole. Front feet to be in front 

of pole, hind feed to be behind pole, i.e. straddle the pole. 

Obstacle 2: Bending. Go to the left of the first witches hat & bend all the way 

up & back down. 

Obstacle 3: Figure 8 over centre pole. Canter right circle first, simple change, 

followed by canter left circle. Circle size to be determined by gait (canter = 

larger circle size). 

Obstacle 4: pick up tennis ball at first barrel, drop off tennis ball at second 

barrel (ball must stay in receptacle on top of barrel). 

Obstacle 5: Ride into the box over 3 poles, exit box over opposite pole, turn 

left through 270 degrees & ride into box, exit box over opposite 4 poles. Turn 

left. 

Obstacle 6a & 6b: Must be ridden in walk. Rider to choose which set of 

poles they ride between. Ride between first set of poles, turn left, ride 

between second set of poles. 

Obstacle 7: Canter up left side of arena passing to the left of the bending 

witches hats. 

Obstacle 8: Canter over the single pole. 

Obstacle 9:  Return to walk. Turn right & halt over the centre pole. Front feet 

to be in front of pole, hind feed to be behind pole, i.e. straddle the pole. 

Finish. 
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